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Company: Bennett & Game Recruitment

Location: Bristol

Category: architecture-and-engineering

Bennett and Game are currently seeking a Senior Structural Engineer for a client based in

Bristol. Our client is looking for a Senior Structural Engineer due to a increase in work load and

ambitions to develop the office further. The Senior Structural Engineer will be joining an office

that has their employees at the forefront of their business's success and this is appreciated

through company events throughout the year.

As the Senior Structural Engineer, you will be required to be client facing delivering a range of

projects (residential, education, community and health, heritage, university and colleges) and

procurement methods; traditional, design and construct contracts. As well as, resource

allocation and management to complete jobs to agreed deadlines. It is envisaged that the

successful candidate will have experience Managing and mentoring of staff.

Senior / Structural Engineer Position Overview

Provide innovative, sustainable, and practical structural engineering solutions across all projects,

tailored to their respective stages and types.

Support the day-to-day management of engineers and technicians to ensure timely delivery

of comprehensive and high-quality project information, including calculations, drawings,

specifications, and other documents, within budget constraints.

Collaborate with various members of the design team to undertake multi-disciplinary design
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and coordination activities.

Conduct thorough reviews well in advance of deadlines to facilitate timely amendments as

needed.

Ensure all designs undergo independent checks by other engineers to rectify any errors

prior to document issuance.

Prioritize health and safety considerations throughout the design process to minimize

construction risks and exceed client and architect expectations.

Senior / Structural Engineer Position Requirements

Bachelor's degree in civil or structural engineering.

Proven working experience within the field of structural engineering.

Proficient with AutoCAD.

Decisive with excellent critical thinking skills.

Salary and Package to be discussed

Bennett and Game Recruitment are a multi-disciplined technical recruitment agency based

in Chichester, West Sussex operating across the UK with specialist teams covering a range

of industries. We are acting as a Recruitment Agency in relation to this vacancy, and in

accordance with GDPR by applying you are granting us consent to process your data, and

contact you in relation to this application and the services we offer.

Apply Now
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